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Layered textiles: new surfaces with heat tools, machine and hand stitch
Stitch dissolve distort: with machine embroidery
Stitch magic: ideas and interpretation
The subversive stitch: embroidery and the making of the feminine
World embroidery: 25 original projects from traditional designs
Tapestry weaving (746.1)
Anatomy of a tapestry: techniques, materials, care
The Batsford book of tapestry weaving
Frame-loom weaving
Tapestry weaving: a comprehensive study guide
Tapestry weaving: design and technique
The art is the cloth: how to look at and understand tapestries
Fine-art weaving : a study of artist-weavers in Britain
Weaving: a modern guide to creating 17 woven accessories for your
handmade home

A guide to resources

Textiles

World Textiles—Felting—Weaving—Basketry—
Patchwork & Quilting—Dyeing—Upholstery—Embroidery
Tapestry weaving

See also Knitting at 746.43, Crochet at 746.434 and Lace at 746.22.
Websites/Blogs
Textile Artists UK: www.textileartist.org
Selvedge: www.selvedge.org
Textile Study Group: www.textilestudygroup.co.uk
Tigley Textiles: tigleytextiles.co.uk/blog
In Stitches: www.institchestextilecourses.co.uk/blog

DVDs
Arimatsu-Narumi shibori: celebrating 400 years of Japanese artisan
design (DVD 272)
Inspired: Textile Techniques (DVD 893)
Introduction to Machine Knitting (DVD 968)

Periodicals
More information about the library can be found on Moodle,
vle.morleycollege.ac.uk. Note: Moodle will be phased out by the
end of 2022 and material transferred to a new platform.
Library:
Lower Library:
E:

020 7450 1828
020 7450 1827
library@morleycollege.ac.uk

We also have access to JSTOR. Log in as MorleyCollege, password
knowledge2019. use login top right of the screen, not via insitution.

Crafts
Embroidery: the textile art magazine
Felt Matters
Filtzfun: zeitschrift fur Filzbegeisterte (with English supplement)
The journal for weavers, spinners and dyers
Metalsmith (Jewellery)
Ornament (Jewellery)
Selvedge
Back issues may be borrowed.

A selection of books—there are many more!

Dyes and Dyeing (746.6)

Textiles of the world (746.01)

Batik: modern concepts and techniques
Colour on cloth
Cyanotypes on fabric: a blueprint of how to
produce... blueprints!
Deeper than indigo: tracing Thomas Machell,
forgotten explorer
Designing with dye resists, batik, and tie-and-dye
Dyeing and screen-printing on textiles
Dyes from plants
Eco colour: botanical dyes for beautiful textiles
Hand block printing and resist dying
Hand dyeing: yarn and fleece: dip-dyeing, hand-painting, tie-dyeing, and
other creative techniques
Indigo: Egyptian mummies to blue jeans
Introducing dyeing and printing
Katazome: Japanese paste-resist dyeing for contemporary use
Memory on cloth: shibori now
Natural processes in textile art: from rust dyeing to found objects

African lace: a history of trade, creativity and
fashion in Nigeria
African textiles: colour and creativity across a
continent
Art textiles of the world: Great Britain/Japan/
Korea/the Netherlands
British Asian style: fashion & textiles/past &
present
Chintz: Indian textiles for the West
Colours of the Indus: costume and textiles of
Pakistan
Cultural Threads: transnational textiles today
Indian textiles
Interwoven globe: the worldwide textile trade, 1500-1800
Printed and dyed fabrics from Africa
Textiles: a world tour: discovering traditional fabrics and patterns
The fabric of India
Traditional Indian textiles
World textiles: a concise history
World textiles: a sourcebook
World textiles: a visual guide to traditional techniques
Woven Cargoes: Indian Textiles in the East
General books on textiles (746)
20th century pattern design: textile & wallpaper pioneers
A passion for colour: exploring colour through paper, print, fabric, thread
and stitch
Advanced textiles for health and wellbeing
Art deco textiles
Artists' textiles: 1940-1976
Boro: threads of life. Japanese indigo patched textiles
British textiles: 1700 to the present
Classic and modern fabrics: the complete illustrated sourcebook
Connected cloth: creating collaborative textile projects
Contemporary textiles: the fabric of fine art

Shibori (746.6)
Modern shibori
Shibori designs and techniques
Shibori for textile artists
Shibori: creating color and texture on silk
Shibori: the inventive art of Japanese shaped resist
dyeing
Arimatsu-Narumi shibori: celebrating 400 years of
Japanese artisan design (DVD 272)
Embroidery (746.44)
Creating sketchbooks for embroiderers and textile artists
Drawing and design for embroidery: a course for the fearful
Drawn to stitch
Embroidery: traditional designs, techniques and patterns from all over the
world
Layer, paint and stitch

Textile artists (746)
El Anatsui: art and life
Marian Bijlenga
Michael Brennand-Wood: Forever changes
Caroline Broadhead
Pauline Burbidge
Kyoung Ae Cho
The Collier Campbell Archive: 50 years of
passion in pattern
Annet Couwenberg
Virginia Davis
Emily DuBois
Georgina von Etzdorf: sensuality, art, and fabric
Rozanne Hawksley: Offerings
Michael James: art & inspirations
Modern threads: fashion and art by Mariska Karasz
Valerie Kirk
Kyoko Kumai
Jane Lackey
Helen Lancaster
Joan Livingstone
Marimekko; fabrics, fashion, architecture (746.92 MAR)
Matisse: his art and his textiles: the fabric of dreams
Norma Minkowitz
Henry Moore textiles
William Morris textiles
Chika Ohgi
Jason Pollen
Ed Rossbach: 40 years of exploration and innovation in fiber art
Kay Sekimachi
Fukumoto Shihoko
Marian Smit
Norma Starszakowna
Ann Sutton
Merle Temkin
Joan Trunkenbrod
Crysede: the unique textile designs of Alec Walker
Anne Wilson

Embroidered and sewn textiles
Fabulous fabrics of the 50s:and other terrific textiles of the 20s, 30s, and
40s
Fashioning fabrics: contemporary textiles in fashion
Hot textiles: inspiration and techniques with heat tools
Looking at textiles: a guide to technical terms
Modern block printed textiles
Practical textiles techniques
Radical thread: 1962-2012: the 62 Group of textile artists celebrates 50
years at the forefront of innovation and creativity
Resilient stitch: wellbeing and connection in textile art
River & cloth: celebrating the textile heritage of Merton
Stitch draw: design and technique for figurative stitching
Techno textiles: revolutionary fabrics for fashion and design
Textile arts: multicultural traditions
Textile crafts
Textile designs: 200 years of patterns for printed fabrics arranged by
motif, colour, period and design
Textile surface decoration: silk and velvet
Textiles today: a global survey of trends
and traditions
Textiles: a classification of techniques
Textiles: the whole story: uses · meanings ·
significance
The art and craft of fabric decoration
The modernist textile: Europe and America:
1890-1940
Twentieth century textiles: part II: neoclassicism to pop
Twentieth-century fabrics: European and
American designers and manufactures
Under construction: exploring process in contemporary textiles
Feltmaking (746.04)
500 felt objects: creative exploration of a remarkable material
Creative felting
Embellish, stitch, felt: using the embellisher machine and needle-punch
techniques
Fashioning fely#t

Felt passion
Felt to stitch: creative felting for textile artists
Felt, cut and sew unique: upcycle jumpers into
one-of-a-kind clothes and accessories
Felting fashion: creative and inspirational
techniques for felt-makers
Felting for me is ...
Feltmaking
Feltmaking and wool magic: contemporary
textiles and beautiful projects
Feltwork
From felt to fabric: new techniques in Nuno felting
Nomadic felts
Nuno felt: techniques and inspiration for accessories and home interiors
The art of felt: inspirational designs, textures and surfaces

Woventhreads: Stables Gallery Exhibition
Basketry (746.41)

Periodicals

500 baskets: a celebration of the basketmaker's
art
Basketry: a world guide to traditional techniques
Baskets: a book for makers and collectors
Canework
Contemporary Japanese bamboo arts
Country baskets
Fibre basketry: homegrown & handmade
Fun with flax
Hand made baskets
Living willow sculpture
Practical basketry techniques
The techniques of basketry
Weave, coil and plait crafty containers from recycled materials

Felt Matters
Filtzfun: zeitschrift fur Filzbegeisterte (with English supplement)

Patchwork & Quilting (746.46)

Websites
www.worldofwool.co.uk
www.winghamwoolwork.co.uk
Weaving (746.1)
Fine-art weaving : a study of artist-weavers in Britain
Hands on weaving
Indian Ikat textiles
Looms and weaving
Mastering weave techniques: transforming ideas into
great cloth
On weaving
Small woven tapestries
Tapestry weaving: a comprehensive study guide
Textile and weaving structures : a source book for makers and designers
The Batsford book of tapestry weaving
The technique of woven tapestry
Tapestry weaving: design and technique
Woven image: contemporary British tapestry

A communion of the spirits: African-American
quilters, preservers, and their stories
A world of quilts: designing and making contemporary
quilts inspired by traditional patterns
Amish quilts
Quilt treasures: the Quilters' Guild heritage search
Quilting, patchwork and applique: a world guide
The book of Boro: techniques and patterns inspired
by traditional Japanese textiles
The passionate quilter: ideas and techniques from leading quilters
The sampler quilt book: twenty hand and quick machine patchwork
techniques
Unconventional & unexpected: American quilts below the radar: 19502000
1000 great quilt blocks
Websites
The Quilter’s Guild: www.quiltersguild.org.uk/

